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Abstract
Pre-training on large-scale databases consisting of natural images and then finetuning them to fit the application at hand, or transfer-learning, is a popular strategy
in computer vision. However, Kataoka et al., 2020 [1] introduced a technique to
eliminate the need for natural images in supervised deep learning by proposing a
novel synthetic, formula-based method to generate 2D fractals as training corpus.
Using one synthetically generated fractal for each class, they achieved transfer
learning results comparable to models pre-trained on natural images. In this project,
we take inspiration from their work and build on this idea– using 3D procedural
object renders. Since the image formation process in the natural world is based
on its 3D structure, we expect pre-training with 3D mesh renders to provide an
implicit bias leading to better generalization capabilities in a transfer learning
setting and that invariances to 3D rotation and illumination are easier to be learned
based on 3D data. Similar to the previous work, our training corpus will be fully
synthetic and derived from simple procedural strategies; we will go beyond classic
data augmentation and also vary illumination and pose which are controllable in
our setting and study their effect on transfer learning capabilities in context to
prior work. In addition, we will compare the 2D fractal and 3D procedural object
networks to human and non-human primate brain data to learn more about the 2D
vs. 3D nature of biological vision.
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Introduction

Pre-training of artificial neural networks on available large-scale datasets offers a mechanism to
reduce the need for excessive training data for the application at hand – simply by transferring
features from large-scale databases to datasets covering restricted domains with limited data. This
allows models with small quantities of data to still fair exceptionally well in objective performance
metrics. Pre-training has become increasingly popular in the computer vision community owing
to a substantial rise in the availability of large-scale datasets like ImageNet [2]. Since such natural
image datasets have been widely accepted and lead to strong results with natural testing data, we
might assume that images most closely resembling natural objects achieve maximum performance.
However, since these natural images have to be manually labeled, their production is prone to errors
and extremely labor-intensive. Recently, [1] countered the notion that pre-training can only be
performed on natural images and proposed pre-training on 2D fractals. For most datasets, such
pre-training led to performance comparable to models pre-trained on ImageNet and for some it even
exceeds their performance.
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We propose a novel technique for pre-training with a strong 3D inductive bias, which we plan to
pursue this by replacing 2D fractals with procedurally generated 3D meshes rendered under various
illumination conditions and poses. Rendering multiple images from a single mesh permits determining
the type and magnitude of the variation to be implemented on a single object. It paves the way to
generate massive numbers of images per class without manual labeling of images and the potential
human error accompanying it. The dataset produced will then be used in a classification setting
where the training objective is to identify the correct class for a fractal or 3D object independent
of deformations or camera and illumination variation. We expect the 3D nature of our generated
images to lead to a different inductive bias than the 2D fractals and expect networks pre-trained on
3D objects to generalize better to complex visual tasks, including object detection.
Intermediate features in convolutional neural networks (CNNs) optimized for visual tasks bear a
notable resemblance to the hierarchy of neural activity along the primate ventral visual stream,
which supports object recognition [3]. Since our network will be trained using 3D variations, a
thought-provoking question arises: Do models trained on 3D renders better match neural activity
along the primate ventral stream than models trained with 2D images? We will pursue experiments
to explicitly study this question, comparing the relative linear fits between 2D/3D model features
and brain activity from monkeys and humans. In addition, our 3D data generation process enables
generation of 2D data (by removing all pose variation) and even enables the removal of 3D cues (by
removing all illumination variation), allowing us to disentangle 2D and 3D properties of the primate
visual system. Giving precedent to the computer vision aspect of the research which is to achieve
better transfer learning performance compared to the 2D approach, we will also study whether an
inductive bias towards 3D better predicts brain activity.
Since the natural image formation process is 3D, we hypothesize that our method will learn better
low- and high-level features which better generalize for visual learning tasks and also match the brain
data better than the 2D fractal work of [1]. We propose the following steps to pursue this study:
1. Generate synthetic object renders based on simple algorithms by attributing few meshes to
each class and rendering them under various viewpoints and illumination conditions. We
will use various combinations of datasets formed from 2D and 3D data.
2. Train and evaluate artificial neural networks using 2D and 3D datasets following the protocol
of [1] and focus on the transfer learning capabilities on a set of image classification tasks
and measure the performance of our models.
3. Evaluate brain predictability of the networks pre-trained based on those datasets to investigate if a 3D inductive bias produces networks that better resembles brain activity.
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2.1

Related work
Rendering and procedural meshes

The generation of synthetic data is popular for various computer vision tasks e.g. [4, 5]. The goal of
3D rendering is usually to simulate the 3D world closely and accurately using high-quality assets
(e.g. in [6]). The idea of domain randomization uses 3D assets, but starts to randomize texture
and illumination [7] leading to non-realistic appearance. In contrast, our approach builds on easy
to generate assets based on procedural strategies. Today, fractals are the most popular procedural
structures for pre-training – most, however, are 2D. Procedural 3D meshes are commonly used in the
entertainment industry e.g. to generate landscapes [8].
2.2

Pre-training datasets

Conventionally, pre-training of CNNs has been performed on large-scale natural image datasets
[9–11]. As noted by [12], this practice of first training a network to perform image classification on
large-scale datasets (i.e. pre-training) and then transferring the extracted features for a completely
new work (i.e. fine-tuning) has become the rule of thumb for solving a wide range of computer
vision problems. The development of denser and deeper supervised CNN architectures [13–16] has
unquestionably impacted pre-training [13]. While such models function at the mere cost of more
computational resources, they have substantially amplified performance metrics since they extract a
huge number of perceptive features at various hierarchies and iterations.
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Most approaches rely on large-scale real world datasets for pre-training. In contrast, [1] proposed to
solely train on synthetically generated images which are derived from simple rules (fractals). Their
method used one formula to generate one class, and used data augmentation to increase the number
of images in the category. This approach performed very well in comparison to pre-training with
natural-image datasets. Our method is different from it since we use 3D procedural and morphable
models to generate different 3D objects as classes and render them under different viewpoints and
illumination conditions to obtain multiple images per class.
2.3

Computational models for biological vision

CNN features explain appreciable variance in monkey and human neural activity, and the layer hierarchy in CNNs maps onto the ventral stream hierarchy, which underlies primate object recognition [3].
These general findings have been replicated across species (monkeys, humans), imaging modalities
(electrophysiology, fMRI, MEG, EEG), and stimulus types (objects, scenes, faces) [17, 18]. Since
we assume that the primate brain’s neural tuning develops to capture the 3D structure of the world,
we hypothesize that pre-training with the 3D dataset will produce CNN features that better explain
activity in high level brain area than pre-training with 2D datasets like [1].
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Methodology

Our approach explores different combinations of synthetic datasets. We use FractalDB [1] as a
2D baseline dataset (Fig. 1). Two 3D datasets will be built, namely ProcSynthDB (Fig. 2) and
MorphSynthDB (Fig. 3). While the FractalDB uses a 2D fractal-based approach with 2D data augmentation for image generation, our proposed two synthetic 3D datasets build on three-dimensional
procedural methods to generate 3D meshes per class and renders them under a variety of viewpoints
and illumination conditions. A brief overview of the dataset comparisons can be found in Table 1 We
will add results of standard ImageNet trained networks (AlexNet, VGG, ResNet-50) as baseline to
our comparison.

Figure 1: Fractal images from Kataoka et al., 2020 [1]. This dataset is built using different fractal
rules and image-based data augmentation. The dataset provides up to 10k different fractals (classes)
and 1k images per class.
3.1

ProcSynthDB

For every class, we start off by creating a base mesh from simple building blocks (sphere, cylinder,
cube etc.) and using various wireframes, smootheness, skin on them. Each base mesh should be
different enough to visually classified as belonging to a separate class. Our first approach uses
perspective to create alterations in renders by changing the 3D viewpoint as well as the illumination
conditions it is subjected to. This enables to get multiple images per mesh with a strong 3D-based
variation in appearance. In the rendering process, we also change the the size of the mesh twice across
one single axis so that it produces natural-looking modifications. We describe the exact procedure to
generate the meshes in pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 and examples of resulting shapes are found in
Fig. 2.
3.2

MorphSynthDB

Our second 3D render dataset builds on ProcSynthDB and explores Gaussian process deformation
models [19] for shape and texture variation [20]. We will start from the first 100 ProcSynthDB meshes
and add random shape and color variation to them to obtain new shapes with additional variation
in color. We use the implementation of [20] but with higher strength of the shape variation for the
3

Figure 2: Example images of ProcSynthDB objects from different classes. In addition to the
proceduraly created class, we change the viewpoint and illumination conditions.
Algorithm 1: Generation of ProcSynthDB Meshes
input :number of meshes n, v = 3, w = 5, maxSize = 10
output :n synthetic 3D meshes
i←0;
while i < n do
/* Add several primitives with random parameters and modifiers
p ← random(1, v) ;
for j ← 1 to p do
for objectT ype ∈ cube, sphere, cone, cylinder, torus do
for l ← 1 to random(0,w) do
add objecT ype with random parameters to the scene ;
randomly modify mesh with wireframe or subdivide modifier or not ;
end
end
end
/* Quality Control to remove objects over the maximum size
if max(sizex , sizey , sizez ) ≤ maxSize then
i ← i + 1 save mesh from all objects ;
end
delete all objects ;
end

*/

*/

shape Gaussian processes. In particular we changed the magnitude of the following shape and albedo
parameters (original value in brackets) bs = 50(5), cs = 300(3), ba = 0.05(0.01), ca = 0.2(0.01).
Since this procedure is sensitive to large number of vertices we downsample the meshes before
applying the transformations. Examples of resulting shapes are found in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Example images of MorphSynthDB objects from different classes. In addition to shape
variation based on Gaussian processes, this dataset also includes texture variation.

3.3

Pre-training and subsequent fine-tuning

We will use the ResNet-50 architecture [14] for pre-training our models across all dataset combinations. Our process will stay restricted to supervised multi-class classification. We will change the
training phase of the model with our dataset leaving the fine-tuning step untampered, as proposed in
[1]. For the sake of maintaining a uniform comparison, we will perform a hyperparameter search
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Database

View Dimensionality

Colored

Illumination Variation

ProcSynthDB

3D

×

X

MorphSynthDB

3D

X

X

FractalDB

2D

×

×

Table 1: Overview of database compositions

based on cross-validation for each set of network and data and will search around the values derived
in [1].
3.4

Comparing models to brain data

To assess the similarity between features in the procedural 2D and 3D models and brain activity, we
will use linear regression to predict neural responses from monkeys and humans from model features
[21]. The general procedure is as follows: 1.) model features are computed for the images used to
measure neural responses, 2.) using 10-fold cross-validation, partial least squares regression will
be used to learn a linear mapping from model features to neural activity, and 3.) using the held-out
data, the overall fit between a given model and neural responses will be quantified as the correlation
between the predicted and true neural responses [3]. This final correlation between true and predicted
responses constitutes the neural predictivity of a given model for the targeted brain region. We will
also perform Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA) to measure the similarity between our
computational model and brain activity.
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4.1

Experimental protocol
Combinations of the pre-training datasets

For our experiments, we pre-train our models using the two 3D render databases we produced i.e.
the ProcSynthDB and MorphSynthDB; and the third 2D baseline FractalDB. We will carry out our
experiments on varied combinations achieved by incorporating these three datasets by utilizing six
permutations of our them, as shown in Table 2.
Dataset combinations for pre-training

No. classes from
each subdataset

FractalDB

1000

ProcSynthDB

1000

MorphSynthDB

1000

ProcSynthDB + FractalDB

500

ProcSynthDB + MorphSynthDB

500

ProcSynthDB + MorphSynthDB + FractalDB

333

Table 2: Combinations of the three datasets to be used during pre-training. We aim at a total of 1000
classes for each combination and will mix them uniformly. For each class we will generate 1000
images following the protocol of FractalDB [1].

[1] re-iterated the well-established fact that the performance achieved by pre-training models is in
proportion to an increase in the number of classes and the number of objects or images per class.
Therefore, for the sake of uniform recordings and to maintain a category-instance ration, we use 1000
category × 1000 instances per category for all datasets and combinations.
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4.2

Transfer learning

We will pre-train ResNet-50 [14] using all dataset combinations defined in Table 2. Then, we will
fine-tune the models on secondary tasks (natural image datasets, Table 3) to assess their transfer
learning performance. For the transfer learning experiments we will closely follow the protocol of
[1]. Better transfer performance after pre-training on any of our 3D object datasets relative to the 2D
fractal datasets would support our hypothesis that pre-training with a strong 3D inductive bias will
more closely capture the statistics of natural images. In addition to this quantitative evaluation we
will also visualize the learned features of the resulting models similar as in [1] and compare them to
features derived from ImageNet trained models.
Test datasets

CIFAR 10

CIFAR 100

ImageNet 1K

Places 365

Pascal VOC 2012

Omniglot

Table 3: We will use these datasets for our transfer learning evaluation of the models trained with the
datasets in Table 2. Those testing datasets are also used in the FractalDB work [1].

4.3

Comparing models to brain data

The monkey neural responses [22] were measured for a set of 2560 images of rendered objects with
multi-array electrophysiology from areas V4 (an intermediate visual area) and IT (a late-stage ventral
stream area that represents high-level object properties). For this data, we predict that 2D models will
better predict V4 responses, while 3D models will better predict IT responses.
The human neural responses [23] were measured for a large set of 10k+ natural images per subject
with functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI). For these analyses, we will target early (V1,
V2), mid (V3, V4), and late (LO, PfS) stages of the ventral stream. We predict that the 2D models
will best predict responses in early- and mid-level regions, while the 3D models will best predict
responses in late regions.
4.4

Ablation study

One of the key concerns of our method could be that the observed differences could be caused by the
different techniques to generate the datasets. To overcome this limitation we will generate a 3D based
dataset that has all the 3D variation removed - it will not contain illumination and pose variation
and will therefore be a 2D dataset based on 3D data. For this ablation study we will ablate the best
performing 3D dataset and build such a 2D variant and name it FlatWorldDB.
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Conclusion

We propose a strategy to perform supervised classification using synthetic images rendered from
3D meshes. We will investigate the influence of 3D vs. 2D inductive bias via varying the set of
fully synthetic databases. Additionally, we will compare the effects of the data-generation methods
on a CNN’s performance after transfer learning, on brain predictivity, and their similarity to each
other. The goal of this research is not to outperform ImageNet trained models but to measure relative
differences resulting from 2D vs. 3D pre-training.
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